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Three sign language translation teams have
arrived at the DOOR campus here in Kenya. The
teams are from Botswana, Eswatini, and
Zimbabwe. They will be here for six months doing
intensive training in Bible translation. Josh is
involved in the training for these teams. It is
encouraging to see their passion to learn and the
joy they have in knowing God has allowed them to
be part of the team that will be translating the
scripture into their sign languages. After their
training they will return to their home countries
and begin the challenging work of taking God’s
Word and transferring
it from one language to
another.

Josh and Jared have
teamed up to teach
and train new
translation teams
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We also have a group
of Deaf people on
campus creating
resources to help Deaf
pastors and church
planters. It is wonderful
to have people from so
many different places here working together. We
have people from 12 countries on the campus at
the moment. It is exciting to see what God is doing
and to see all of these people’s desire to see God
work among the Deaf communities in their
different countries.

praise & prayer
Thank God for the group of people
here at the DOOR campus learning and
preparing to translate scripture into their
languages.
Praise God for the resource
development team. Pray that God will bless
their work and that it will be a huge help to
Deaf pastors around the world.
Pray for Josh as he prepares for and
teaches classes.
Pray as Josh continues to work with the
Kai* and Kenya translation projects checking
their translations for accuracy.
Pray for wisdom as we manage our
time. Life can feel extremely busy.

Gabe rescues a
white-rumped
swallow that
flew into our
house.

Josh with his parents

Josh’s parents are here in Kenya visiting us. Josh’s
father, Jon, had to make a trip to the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) to do a situation safety
assessment for the Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF)
team working there. This past year the MAF families
had to leave their homes and move to another town
due to the militia warfare taking place in and around
the town MAF had their base in. Sadly the situation is
still very bad.
While Jon was in DRC, Josh’s mom, Cher was able to
come to Kenya. Once Jon finished his work in DRC he
joined us all here in Kenya. It is great to be together as
a family. One of the hardest parts of missionary life is
that you spend vast quantities of it away from your
family. We are grateful for this time to be together.

Donations for the Cadds can be sent through the
DOOR website at

* name changed for security reasons

www.doorinternational.org/josh-audra-cadd
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